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Abstract

In his analysis of /dˤ/-variation in Saudi Arabian newscasting, Al-Tamimi (2020) finds unpredictable variability between the standard variant [dˤ] and the non-standard variant [ðˤ] in different in-words positions, in different phonetic environments, and in semantically ‘content’ and suprasegmentally ‘stressed’ lexical items assumed to favor the standard variant. He even finds in many of these lexical items an unusual realizational fluctuation between the two variants. The present exploratory and ‘theory-testing’ study aims to find a reasonable account for these findings through examining the explanatory adequacy of a number of available phonological theories, notions, models and proposals that have made different attempts to accommodate variation, and this includes Coexistent Phonemic Systems, Standard Generative Phonology, Lexical Diffusion, Variable Rules, Poly-Lectal Grammar, Articulatory Phonology, different versions of the Optimality Theory, in addition to the Multiple-Trace-Model, as represented by Al-Tamimi’s (2005) Multiple-Trace-Based Proposal. The study reveals the strengths and weaknesses of these theories in embracing the variability in the data, and concludes that the Multiple-Trace-Based Proposal can relatively offer the best insight as its allows variation to be directly encoded in the underlying representations of lexical items, a status strictly prohibited by the rest of the theories that adopt invariant lexical representations in consonance with the ‘Homogeneity Doctrine’.
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1. Introduction

As variation is “an inherent characteristic of all languages at all times” (Wardhaugh & Fuller, 2015, p. 140), it tends to naturally unfold at different layers of linguistic analysis—phonological, morphological, syntactic, semantic, or lexical, and at different levels of sociolinguistic investigation. Hence, research on linguistic variation often portrays the phenomenon as systematically controlled by either linguistic or sociolinguistic constraints. Samara et al. (2017, p. 85), for instance, states that “the usage of linguistic variants tends to be conditioned, so that variation is rarely, possibly never, fully unpredictable”. Similarly, Mougeon, Nadasdi and Rehner (2010, p. 2) claim that “with linguistic variation, alternation between elements is categorically constrained by the linguistic context in which they occur”.

However, not all variation that exists in natural languages is as systematic as, for instance, the English regular past tense markers and the English final /t/ deletion which seem to reflect a deterministic linguistic conditioning. In fact, some variation can occur asymmetrically and in a manner refractory to any possible linguistic conditioning, and this can thus be categorised under what Boresma (1998, p. 329) called linguistically “unconditioned variability”.

An interesting example of this type of variability is the capricious phonetic behaviour of the /dˤ/ sound found to noticeably occur in Saudi Arabian newscasting. Al-Tamimi (2020) finds the sound to be realized as the standard variant [dˤ] in around 70% of the time, and as [ðˤ] in around 30%, irrespective of the linguistic parameter used (i.e., different in-word position, different phonetic environment, and ‘content’ and ‘stressed’ words). That this variability has been found to recur in almost the very same percentages under all these linguistic parameters may cast doubt on the significance of linguistic conditioning for the phonetic behaviour of the sound. This is substantiated by the finding of realizational fluctuations between the two variants in many identical contents and stressed lexical items. So how can phonological theory embrace this unconditioned variability and explain this unusual fluctuation?
The present exploratory and ‘theory-testing’ study aims to find which phonological theory can best answer these challenging questions. This involves examining the explanatory adequacy of a number of phonological theories, notions, models and proposals that have made variable attempts to handle variation, including Coexistent Phonemic Systems, Standard Generative Phonology, Lexical Diffusion, Variable Rules, Poly-Lectal Grammar, Articulatory Phonology, different versions of Optimality Theory, in addition to the Multiple-Trace-Model, as represented by Al-Tamimi’s (2005) Multiple-Trace-Based Proposal, claimed to provide better insight into the subject matter.

2. /dˤ/-Variation in Saudi Newscasting

Before discussing the variation in question, it is worth introducing the phonetic description of the two Arabic sounds involved- /dˤ/ and /ðˤ/. Table 1 below, as adapted from Ferrat and Guerti (2013), summarizes their articulatory properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sound</th>
<th>Place of Articulation</th>
<th>Emphatic</th>
<th>Voiced</th>
<th>Plosive</th>
<th>Fricative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/dˤ/</td>
<td>Denti-Alveolar</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ðˤ/</td>
<td>Interdental</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Al-Tamimi (2020) investigated the phonetic behavior of /dˤ/ in 20 randomly selected Saudi newscasts under different in-word positions (initial, medial and final), different phonetic environments (V-V, C-V, and V-C), and in ‘stressed’ and ‘content’ words, and finds:

a) variation between [dˤ] and [ðˤ] in all in-word positions, as demonstrated in Figure 1 below:

![Figure 1. Summary of variants in all in-word positions (Al-Tamimi 2020)](image)

b) no significant differences in the percentages of these realizations, whether /dˤ/ occurs word initially, medially or finally (P-Values were: 0.16 for initial vs. medial, 0.043 for initial vs. final, and 0.79 for final vs. medial); suggesting no influence from the in-word position on the sound’s variation.

c) variation between [dˤ] and [ðˤ] in the different phonetic environments involved—V-V, C-V, and V-C, as demonstrated in Figure 2 below:
d) no significant differences in the percentages of the realizations of [dˤ], whether /dˤ/ occurs in a V-V, a C-V, or a V-C phonetic environment (P-Values were 0.294 for C-V vs. V-C, 0.17 for V-V vs. C-V, and 0.727 for V-V vs. V-C), pointing to no control from the phonetic environment on the sound’s variation.

e) realizational fluctuations between the two variants in ‘content’ and ‘stressed’ words, where identical words classified under these categories were sometimes pronounced with [dˤ] and other times with [ðˤ], as exemplified below:

1) Examples of realized [dˤ] in the same ‘content’ and ‘stressed’ words:
   a. /haḍara/(attended)/ wa haḍara l ḥadżma ʕa/(and attended the meeting…)
   b. /haḍara:tkum/( your good selves)/nuqaddimu lı ḥaḍara:tkum/ (we present to your good selves)
   c. /jandammu/(joins)/ wa jandammu ʕila:/i/(and joining us is…)
   d. /alrja:dˤ/(Riyadh)/ fi: madi:nati rjrjə:dˤ wa/(in Riyadh City and)

2) Examples of realized [ðˤ] in the same ‘content’ and ‘stressed’ words:
   a. /haḍara/(attended)/kama: haḍara ʕaadun mnna/(and it was also attended by a number of…)
   b. /haḍara:tkum/( your good selves)/qaddamna: lı haḍara:tkum/(we presented to your good selves)
   c. /jan-da:mmu/(joins)/ wa jandammu ʕila:/i/(an joining us is…)
   d. /alrja:dˤ/(Riyadh/ fi: minfaquat rjrjə:dˤ wa/(in Riyadh Region and…)

Clearly, these findings point to linguistically unconditioned variability, and it would be interesting to know which phonological theory can best accommodate it, along with the realizational fluctuation in the ‘inconsistent set’, as exemplified in 1–2 above.

3. Review of Phonological Theories and the Status of Variation

Linguistic theories differ in the extent to which they can recognize and accommodate phonological variation, and with regard to the apparatus used. The theoretical linguistic disposition in the first half of the 20th century was much influenced by the Saussurean contrast between ‘Langue’ and ‘Parole’, which involved viewing grammar as invariant, thus omitting variation from its purview. That is, variation was held to be non-linguistic; hence outside ‘Langue’ (Guy, 1997, p. 128). Adopting the same linguistic tenet, both American and European structuralists postulate the existence of a single underlying phonemic system for all native speakers of the same language, known as the ‘homogeneity doctrine’. Thus, Pike’s (1948) notion of Coexistent Phonemic Systems can be regarded as one of the earliest courageous attempts to accommodate variation. Similarly, Chen and Wang’s (1975) theory of Lexical Diffusion that gives “some theoretical status to variation” (McMahon, 1994, p. 51) stands in contrast to the Neogrammarian Hypothesis stating that a sound change applies simultaneously to all contextually eligible lexical items.

In generative grammar, and due to the perservativeness of the classical dichotomy between ‘competence’ and ‘performance’ (that shares close resemblance with ‘Langue’ and ‘Parole’, respectively), variation is often seen as irrelevant to the development of the linguistic theory which is defined as treating competence (Chomsky, 1965, p. 3). Although the existence of variation has been acknowledged since the beginning (Postal, 1966), it continued to receive little attention in mainstream generative phonology during the first 25 years of the history of this linguistic
paradigm (Coetzee & Kawahara, 2013). In Lexical Phonology, for instance, the status of variation was noticeably relegated as can be seen in the basic assumption of the theory: lexical rules apply obligatorily while “postlexical rules can be optional and subject to variation” (Kiparsky, 1985, p. 86). However, since the rise of sociolinguistics in the 1960s, interest in linguistic variation (also called ‘linguistic variability’) has developed rapidly. According to Trask (1999, p. 221), “variation, far from being peripheral and inconsequential, is a vital part of ordinary linguistic behaviour”. In the same line, Labov (1969), though still operating within the generativists’ conventions, introduced the Variable Rule, a theoretical probabilistic model that views variability as an integral part of linguistic competence. Similarly, Bailey (1973) introduced his Poly-Lectal Grammar, a new theoretical framework that considers variation as a natural consequence of a speaker’s competence in more than one variety of a language.

Two decades later, Optimality Theory (OT) in its original version was introduced, and contrary to some claims about the ability of its constraints to offer insight into variation (e.g., Rose, 1995), it appeared that its constraints hierarchies were incapable of modelling variation within one accent as its grammar was ‘deterministic’ in the sense that each lexical input was mapped onto a single phonetic output—the most harmonic candidate for a given constraint hierarchy (Kager, 1999, p. 404). Hence, different OT models were developed later on to provide better insight into variation, and these include Anttila’s (1995) preferred vs. unpreferred constraints ranking, Reynolds’ (1994) Floating Constraints, Boersma’s (1998) Stochastic OT, and Coetzee and Kawahara’s (2013) noisy Harmonic Grammar (HG).

In contrast to generative grammar and all its theoretical extensions introduced above, the ‘Usage-Based’ approach, or the Multiple-trace Model (MTM) considers language use (performance), rather than competence, as the primary concern of the linguistic theory, and thus gives primacy to learning and experience in language acquisition over positing innate linguistic structures. In other words, the approach, as introduced below, believes that variation embedded in performance is a key characteristic feature of language as well as a precondition to linguistic evolution (e.g., Bybee, 2001; Tupper, 2014). Hence, ‘variability in the stimulus is directly encoded in the lexical representations’ (Docherty & Foulkes, 2000, pp. 118–119). This characteristic feature might be regarded as a theoretical breakthrough towards accommodating variation, especially the linguistically unconditioned type (e.g., the /d/-variation in question) deemed to pose challenge to the linguistic theory. Investing in this key feature, Al-Tamimi (2005) introduced a ‘multiple-trace-based proposal’, and claimed that it can offer better insight into this type of variability than the non-usage-based theories introduced above.

4. Methodology

This exploratory, or ‘theory-testing’ research required intensive reading, understanding and analysis of the different linguistic theories, notions and models that have made different attempts to handle variation. The key assumptions of these perspectives, features, and mechanisms (if any) were closely examined, and their relevance/irrelevance to the variation in question was concluded.

For organizational matters, the theoretical perspectives reviewed in the present study were categorized into two main categories. The first category represents what might be called the ‘Non-Usage-Based’ approach and this, though arguably, comprises the traditional set: Coexistent Phonemic Systems, Standard Generative Phonology, Lexical Diffusion, Variable Rules, Poly-Lectal Grammar, Articulatory Phonology and the different versions/models of Optimality Theory, and the second category is the ‘Usage-Based’ approach, as represented by Al-Tamimi’s (2005) Multiple-Trace-Based Proposal.

5. Testing the Relevance of the First Category

The readers’ expected familiarity with the theories that belong to this category obviates the need for introducing their basic assumptions/mechanisms. Hence, the discussion below is restricted to pinpointing their relevance/irrelevance to embracing the Saudi variation in question.

5.1 Coexistent Phonemic Systems

According to Pike and Fries’ (1965) notion, there coexist two phonemic systems which operate partly in harmony and partly in conflict in the speech of a monolingual native of a language. Thus, a Saudi newsreader, as ‘a monolingual’ native speaker of Arabic, possesses two coexisting systems (presumably that of Modern Standard Arabic that has /d/ as a functional unit, and that of his Saudi dialect that systematically has /b/ instead (Al Sharif, 2017)). This notion, reminiscent of Ferguson’s (1959) view of diglossia, may offer a broad perspective into the subjects’ variation between [d] and [b] in different in-word positions and in different phonetic environments where different words were variably realized (e.g., [ʔaðˤarːaʔ] ‘damages’ and [ʔaðˤaʔal] ‘better’). However, the notion can provide no insight into the subjects’ variability in the ‘inconsistent set’, where the same ‘content and
stressed’ word was pronounced sometimes with [dˤ] and other times with [ðˤ] (e.g., [hādˤara] ‘attended’ vs. [haðˤara] ‘attended’).

5.2 Standard Generative Phonology (SGP)

SGP can handle conditioned variability (which does not exist in our data) through its obligatory phonological rule that operates on all input strings that satisfy its structural description. However, as for unconditioned variability, the best that the theory can offer is an optional rule that may or may not apply to lexical items whose underlying representations are identical across all speakers of the same language in fulfillment of the homogeneity doctrine introduced above. That is, the optional rule operates blindly on idealized /dˤ/—lexical entries, and none of the speakers’ knowledge of when to apply the rule is represented. As such, the theory cannot explain the unconditioned occurrence of the variants in the data.

5.3 Variable Rules

A major shortcoming of Labov’s (1969) variable rule is its postulation of a probabilistic competence judged to constitute a violation to a fundamental belief about human psychology. According to Romaine (1982, p. 251):

“To describe the utterances of speakers/groups in terms of probabilistic laws which are said to be variable rules in a model of grammar is one thing; but to project such rules onto the competence of individual speakers of a language, and then to suppose that speakers or their mental capabilities are in any way constrained by them is, in my opinion, methodologically inadmissible”.

Thus, the percentages of occurrence of the variants [dˤ] and [ðˤ] as well as the ‘inconsistent set’ can only be portrayed/presented using the variable rule’s formal notations, but cannot be methodologically explained by its probabilistic constraints.

5.4 Poly-Lectal Grammar

In Bailey’s (1973) Poly-Lectal Grammar, variability is a natural outcome of a speaker’s competence in more than one variety of a language. This may hold true for our Saudi subjects who, being in a diglossic situation, possess two varieties of Arabic. The first is their Saudi dialect in which /dˤ/ is constantly realized as [ðˤ] (AlSharif, 2017), and the second is Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), in which /dˤ/ is typically realized as [dˤ]. MSA is a “highly codified” variety and a “grammatically more complex”, ‘learned largely by formal education” (Ferguson, 1959, p. 35), and must be spoken in formal contexts, including news casting (ibid). Hence the Saudi subjects, according to this perspective, have competence in more than one grammar/lexicon: grammar/lexicon 1 may yield /dˤ/ → [ðˤ], whereas grammar/lexicon 2 may give /dˤ/ → [dˤ], respectively. This may provide some insight into the occurrence of the variants in the percentages demonstrated above, but it cannot shed light on the ‘inconsistent set’. In all cases, the approach lacks a formal implementation mechanism.

5.5 Lexical Diffusion

From the perspective of this theory as introduced by Chen and Wang (1975), and assuming for the sake of argument that /dˤ/ → /ðˤ/ change is in an ongoing process of lexical diffusion in MSA, we can only conclude that /ðˤ/ has diffused into all the words pronounced with [ðˤ] in the data (30%), and has not yet diffused in all the words pronounced with [dˤ] (70%). This, if were true, may explain the unconditioned occurrence of both variants, but it provides no insight into the ‘inconsistent set’.

5.6 Articulatory Phonology

AP is said to explain different types of phonological variation through its key assumption that increase in overlap and reduction in the magnitude of individual gestures underlie a variety of phonological processes (Browman & Goldstein, 1990). Hence, the variant [ðˤ] in the data might be seen as the outcome of the phonological substitution /dˤ/ → [ðˤ] resultant from some reduction in the magnitude of the /dˤ/ gesture, a reduction probably triggered by the ‘principle of least effort’, and facilitated by the articulatory or ‘gestural’ similarities between /dˤ/ and /ðˤ/, as both are [+ emphatic], [+ anterior], and [+ voiced]; and the only articulatory difference between them lies in the manner of articulation; where the former is [+ plosive] and the latter is [+ fricative] (AlSharif, 2017). The variant [dˤ], on the other hand, is the output of the non-execution of the assumed substitution process. It may thus be concluded that the occurrence of both variants in the data is correlated with the execution or non-execution of the substitution process, and this is reminiscent of the optional rule of the standard generative approach and its shortcomings in handling variations. In fact, AP does not seem to have an obvious mechanism for explaining the unconditioned variations in the data, especially the ‘inconsistent set’.

5.7 Optimality Theory and Subsequent Versions

As stated above, and in agreement with Kager (1999), the constraints hierarchies of the original version of OT are
incapable of modelling variation within one accent as its grammar is ‘deterministic’ in the sense that each lexical input is mapped onto a single phonetic output—the most harmonic candidate for a given constraint hierarchy. Subsequent efforts towards enabling the theory to account for variation include Anttila’s (1995) preferred vs. unpreferred constraints ranking, Reynolds’ (1994) Floating Constraints, Boersma’s (1998) Stochastic OT, and Coetzee and Kawahara’s (2013) noisy Harmonic Grammar (HG). As these models have attempted though variably to accommodate what Anttila (2002, as cited in Coetzee & Kawahara, 2013) called the ‘locus of variations’ (i.e., where variation is observed and where it is not), and the ‘degree of variations’ (the frequency of different variants), they are judged to provide better insight into variations (see Coetzee & Kawahara, 2013 for a review). However, despite this progress in enabling the theory to accommodate variation, none of these versions can provide a clear explanation for the capricious phonetic behaviour of the sound in the ‘inconsistent set’.

From the foregoing, we can conclude that none of these theories has offered a complete account for the unconditioned variability in the data, especially the ‘inconsistent set’. This is likely because almost all these theoretical constructs, particularly those molded in the generative paradigm, are mainly grammatical models that do not internalize any effect of non-grammatical elements on variation. This has been in fact the status quo in mainstream theories despite the amassing evidence that variation can be inevitably influenced by both grammatical, and non-grammatical factors which include, according to Bayley (2002, p. 18), genre (e.g., read speech, word lists, informal conversations), and discourse situation (e.g., age, gender, educational background, ethnicity, etc.). Recognising the impact of such non-grammatical factors on variation, and considering it as an integral component of grammar, the Multiple-Trace-Model (MTM) may offer a better insight into the variation in question.

6. Testing the Relevance of the Second Category

As stated above, the second category includes the Multiple-Trace-Theory, and Al-Tamimi’s (2005) Multiple-Trace-Based Proposal. As these are not as familiar as the components of the first category, they will be briefly introduced below, and the relevance of the proposal to embracing the variation in question will be discussed afterwards.

6.1 The Multiple-Trace Model: Basic Assumptions and Implications

The key assumption of the Multiple-Trace-Model (MTM) is that listeners do store specific instances of the words that they have heard/recognized (Jusczyk, 1997). This implies that variability is directly encoded in the lexical representations of these words. Some scholars claim that this places a great demand on memory (e.g., Johnson, 1997), while others argue that there is enough memory available to allow some version of an exemplar repetition (e.g., Bybee, 2001). However, the MTM is supported by ample evidence suggesting that indexical information (such as gender, accent, speakers’ voice, etc.) held to be unconnected to speech perception or word recognition do appear to play a crucial role in decoding the linguistic properties of the speech signal (Pizoni, 1997). Such evidence, according to Docherty and Foulkes (2000, p. 119), has given rise to the MTM as “a reasonably plausible theory of lexical representation”.

Thus, in the MTM, the lexical representation for a word, such as ‘economics’ is equal to the sum of traces being stored for the word, and this presumably includes traces for the word once heard as /ekəˈnɒmɪks/ (with the initial “mid-close vowel- /e/”), as well as traces for the word when heard as /iːkəˈnɒmɪks/ (with the initial “high front vowel- /iː/”). In this context, Fowler (1996, p. 237) states that the use of any of these forms is a “matter of preference”, and he expresses his preference to use /iːkəˈnɒmɪks/. This echoes Wells’ (1990, p. 234) consideration of /iːkəˈnɒmɪks/ as “the base form in British English (BRE), and /ekəˈnɒmɪks/ as a variant pronunciation”. This, adds Wells, was substantiated by the results of a BRE poll panel preference which allocate 62% for /iːkəˈnɒmɪks/ and the remaining 38% for /ekəˈnɒmɪks/. So, according to the MTM, a person exposed to both forms with these frequencies will develop a complex lexical representation that includes both traces for the word, as represented in Figure 3 below:
Clearly, this MTM view of lexical representation is at sharp contrast with the generativists’ pervasive doctrine of invariant lexical representations known as the ‘Uniqueness Hypothesis’ which suggests that the speakers’ knowledge of their lexicon is exclusively embedded in a set of unique representations for lexical items.

6.2. Al-Tamimi’s (2005) Multiple-Trace-Based Proposal

Investing in the MTM’s view of lexical representations, and making use of some pertinent and insightful remarks in the literature, Al-Tamimi (2005) introduced a multiple-trace-based proposal (henceforth MTBP) to account for linguistically unconditioned variability, as demonstrated in Figure 4 below.

As can be seen in Figure 4 above, the MTBP has three basic components: (1) Variable Input, (2) Complex lexical representations, comprising (a) frequent traces (FTs) for each lexical entry and (b) less frequent traces (LFTs) for the same entry, and c) equally-trace-represented lexical items, and (3) Output: phonetic forms imaging a prior accessing of either the FTs, LFTs or the equally trace represented items. The Variable Input is based on the assumption that speakers of the same language may not necessarily acquire the same representation for individual
lexical items. Hence, the variable input can help explain (a) across speakers’ variability and (b) within speaker’s variability (Al-Tamimi, 2005).

In the MTBP, the mapping between complex lexical representations and the phonetic forms is straightforward and this obviates the need for phonological rules deemed inevitable if invariant and abstract lexical representations are posited. Thus, the proposal adopts Kenstowicz and Kesseberth’s (1977) notion of the “Identity Condition” which “allows the minimum divergence between lexical representations and their associated phonetic forms” (Al-Tamimi, 2005). This adoption is consistent with the flexible nature of the MTM’s view of lexical representation, with some views that call for positing pronounceable lexical representations, and with some arguments that cast doubt on the validity of rules, such as the one below:

“In recent years, the biological and epistemological underpinnings of rules have become increasingly shaky and vulnerable…No developmental psychologist ever observed a child learning a rule…No neuroscientist ever traced the neural substance of a rule…Attempts in the 1970s to demonstrate the psychological rules in adults (Fodor, Bever, & Garrett, 1974; Linell, 1977; Ohala, 1974a, b, c; Trammell, 1978) yielded uniformly disappointing results” (MacWhinny, 2000, p. 122, cited in Al Tamimi, 2005, p. 76).

The MTBP categorizes the traces of a given lexical item into three main categories and defines them as follows:

a) Frequent Traces (FTs): the traces speakers typically tend to access most of the time (e.g., in casual speech)

b) Less Frequent Traces (LFTs): the traces speakers typically tend to access on particular occasions (e.g., reading aloud)

c) Equally Frequent Traces: a condition when a lexical item has more than one variant, where each roughly has an equal number of traces. That is, different variants of the same lexical item may have similar representational strengths.

Having found this MTBP useful in explaining some linguistically unconditioned variability in the glottal fricative ‘h’ as realized in the East End of London, Al-Tamimi (2005) calimed that it can offer better insight into such variation than all theories that adopt invariant lexical representations, such as the ones reviewed above and found to stop short of accommodating the data in question.

6.3 The Relevance of the MTBP to /dˤ/-Variations

As stated above, due to their diglossic situation, the Saudi newsreaders possess two varieties of Arabic: High (H) and Low (L) (to use Ferguson’s (1959) terms). The H variety is more prestigious and typically used in formal contexts, including newspaper editorials, news stories, and news broadcast (among many other formal contexts specified by Ferguson, 1959). The L variety, on the other hand, is typically used for informal spoken purposes in everyday household conversations (Ibid).

Consequently, in the H variety, in general, and in newscasting, in particular, which is recognized as ‘monitored’ speech, and thus ranked as “one of the highest formal speech types” (Trudgill, 1974, pp. 48–50), /dˤ/ is expected to be constantly realized as [dˤ]. In the L variety (the Saudi variety), on the other hand, /dˤ/ is anticipated to be permanently realized as [ðˤ] (Alsharif, 2017). Thus, and from the perspective of the MTBP, the Saudi subjects have over the years internalized into their lexical representations traces for ‘dˤ’—lexical items with both realizations [dˤ] and [ðˤ]. However, as the subjects are more frequently exposed to the L variety, they have presumably internalized more traces for words with [ðˤ] than traces for words with [dˤ]. Hence their Frequent Traces (FTs) typically include [ðˤ] forms of ‘dˤ’—words, while their Less Frequent Traces (LFTs) typically include the [dˤ] forms of these words.

Now to explain the variability in the data, we assume that while reading the news, the subjects were very much keen on producing [dˤ] forms, and this required continuous attention and ‘going against the grain” to access the LFTs that include these forms. A slightly less attentive performance, though, might have redirected access into their FTs which include [ðˤ] forms. This is, in a sense, analogous to a tug of war between the colloquially frequently used variant and the more specific target. They would be pulling, in this instance, towards the standard variant. Losing grip would render their pronunciation through that of the looser variant, and the more attentive they are to exact articulation, they are more likely to enunciate the targeted variant. More specifically:

1) When the subjects realized the standard variant [dˤ] in 70% of the time (irrespective of in-word position, phonetic environment, or if the lexical item involved is semantically content or suprasegmentally stressed), they were redirected/forced by the formality of the situation to access the LFTs of these ‘dˤ’—words.

2) Conversely, when the subjects realized the non-standard variant [ðˤ] in 30% of the time (irrespective of all the linguistic parameters specified in (1) above), they were accessing the FTs of these words.
3) The unusual variability between [dˤ] and [ðˤ] in the ‘inconsistent set’ might be attributed to having equally—trace represented items. That is, the frequency of the [dˤ] traces and the [ðˤ] traces of a given lexical item belonging to the set is almost the same, and the subjects therefore had the choice to access either source.

In view of the foregoing, the MTBP seems to provide a reasonable account for the variation in the Saudi newsreaders’ data, and to offer better insight into them than all the theories and notions reviewed above under the ‘non-usage-based’ approach. This explanation could have been more persuasive if substantiated by a quantitative evidence of the frequency of ‘dˤ’ and ‘ðˤ’ words in both Modern Standard Arabic and the Saudi Variety, but, unfortunately, such evidence is not available for the lack of specialized databases. Also to enhance the explanatory adequacy of the MTBP, there needs to be a threshold beyond which a form can be regarded as the standard variant and below which as a non-standard variant, and this is recommended for future research.

7. Conclusion

The study reveals the strengths and weaknesses of a number of phonological theories, notions, and models in embracing the Saudi newsreaders’ variability between [dˤ] and [ðˤ] as concluded by Al-Tamimi (2020) to be linguistically unconditioned and challenging, especially in the ‘inconsistent set’. Amongst these theories, the Multiple Trace Model as represented by Al-Tamimi’s (2005) MTBP seems to relatively offer a more reasonable insight into the subject matter as it allows variation to be directly encoded in the underlying representations of lexical items, a recognition strictly prohibited by the rest of the theories as they typically adopt invariant lexical representations in consonance with the ‘Homogeneity Doctrine’.

However, for a better and more accurate insight, the proposal needs to be empowered by a threshold beyond which a form can be regarded as the standard variant and below which as a non-standard variant. Also, the availability of frequency databases can add to the insight the proposal can provide.
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